Predicting helical segments in proteins by a helix-coil transition theory with parameters derived from a structural database of proteins.
A novel helix-coil transition theory has been developed. This new theory contains more types of interactions than similar theories developed earlier. The parameters of the models were obtained from a database of 351 nonhomologous proteins. No manual adjustment of the parameters was performed. The interaction parameters obtained in this manner were found to be physically meaningful, consistent with current understanding of helix stabilizing/destabilizing interactions. Novel insights into helix stabilizing/destabilizing interactions have also emerged from this analysis. The theory developed here worked well in sorting out helical residues from amino acid sequences. If the theory was forced to make prediction on every residue of a given amino acid sequence, its performance was the best among ten other secondary structural prediction algorithms in distinguishing helical residues from nonhelical ones. The theory worked even better if one only required it to make prediction on residues that were "predictable" (identifiable by the theory); > 90% predictive reliability could be achieved. The helical residues or segments identified by the helix-coil transition theory can be used as secondary structural contraints to speed up the prediction of the three-dimensional structure of a protein by reducing the dimension of a computational protein folding problem. Possible further improvements of this helix-coil transition theory are also discussed.